Application of a stopping rule based on total treatment failures: the postoperative Crohn's disease trial.
The Postoperative Crohn's Disease Trial (PCDT), a placebo-controlled randomized trial of Rowasa I in the prevention of postoperative recurrence of Crohn's disease, is used as an example of how a stopping rule based on total endpoint occurrences can provide considerable advantage over standard fixed sample size methods. It can be used when the primary outcome is occurrence or time to occurrence and does not raise the troublesome issues regarding the unblinding of group differences that other sequential methods create. The main advantage of the total endpoint stopping rule is that it provides set power. Standard fixed sample size designs provide a given power only on average. The power actually achieved in a particular fixed sample size trial is largely determined by the overall observed rate of endpoint occurrences. This claim about the total endpoint stopping rule is well established in the statistical literature and, as well as outlining the mathematical details in an Appendix, we use computer simulation of the PCDT to demonstrate that use of the stopping rule will allow termination of the trial while maintaining power and type I error at a predetermined level.